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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Is Cannabis Going Mainstream? CBD Products Hit       
Pharmacies. 

 

By Nicholas West 

The long road to cannabis acceptance by a majority of the           
population has now reached significant new milestones. 

For advocates who have campaigned against decades of        
relentless government propaganda, it has to be a        
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better-late-than-never moment. For those who have come of age         
during this time, it must be puzzling to now consider that           
something so obviously beneficial and appealing was once        
literally called the “Devil’s Weed.” 

There can be no doubt that the prevalence of cannabis and its            
attendant products in today’s America is a sign that truth will           
prevail no matter how long it takes, even among those who were            
exposed most heavily to the propaganda of yesteryear.  

According to a poll cited in March by Business Insider, 61% of            
respondents are now in favor of legalization. While those over the           
age of 65 are still most resistant at 42% acceptance, this is a             
massive gain over just a couple of decades ago when numbers           
were in the low teens, and is double the percentage of just 10             
years ago. Even though some of the debate still resides along           
political and geographical lines, as well as support for recreational          
use vs. medicinal use, all areas have seen tremendous growth          
year over year.  

Here we can see a comprehensive overview of this newfound          
acceptance in several charts among 11 that were cited by The           
Washington Post, itself as mainstream as it gets for U.S. news. 

55 million Americans admit to using marijuana at least yearly,          
closely approaching the 59 million who use tobacco: 
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https://www.businessinsider.com/61-of-us-supports-legal-weed-2019-3?r=nordic
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2017/04/19/11-charts-that-show-marijuana-has-truly-gone-mainstream/?utm_term=.021ceb00bd86
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2017/04/19/11-charts-that-show-marijuana-has-truly-gone-mainstream/?utm_term=.021ceb00bd86
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2017/04/19/11-charts-that-show-marijuana-has-truly-gone-mainstream/?utm_term=.021ceb00bd86


 

 

56% say marijuana use is socially acceptable regardless of         
opinions about legalization: 

 

More than half of users are parents, giving lie to repeated           
claims that only the most irresponsible among us are users: 
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But it’s the following chart which represents not only acceptance          
of marijuana but the rejection of other products that are delivered           
to the public in all mainstream publications and narratives. This is           
where the tide has so drastically shifted that cannabis is now           
viewed as economic competition. Consider the staggering value of         
these three industries now under pressure from this cultural shift. 
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Couple this reality with the trend toward decriminalization that is          
even seeing support among police, including the elimination of         
tens of thousands of convictions resulting from the war on drugs,           
and we can begin to envision a very different future.  

Nevertheless, it always takes the bureaucracy of the federal         
government much longer to catch up to the wishes of its citizens,            
and all cannabis-related products remain prohibited at the federal         
level even as every single 2020 presidential candidate has voiced          
support for legalization. However, once the strongest political        
barriers have been shaken, it is only a matter of time before            
common sense health solutions and practical economics become        
free enough to drive the trend to new levels. 

It is becoming abundantly clear that Americans are willing to vote           
with their dollars, especially when it comes to their health.          
Associated Press has reported that while aging Americans may         
not be as on board with cannabis smoking as millennials are, they            
are paying attention to the increasing number of studies showing          
the benefits of cannabidiol (CBD). In fact, my staunchly         
Republican Irish-Catholic 74-year-old mom just got her first        
prescription. Now we’re getting somewhere! She already had        
been doing her best over the last several years to eliminate some            
of the prescription medicines that left her feeling worse overall          
despite taking about a dozen of them. It’s early on, but she reports             
feeling a few less aches and pains, plus she’s sleeping better.           
Although she is but one piece of anecdotal evidence, her own           
personal trend falls in line with other larger studies which show           
that an increasing number of people are ditching FDA-approved         
toxins for healthier alternatives. 

While clearly not every substance – synthetic or natural – is going            
to benefit everyone equally, according to one survey on CBD, at           
least half of the people who start taking CBD tend to quit            
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https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/apr/01/california-marijuana-convictions-wiped-out-code-for-america
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/apr/01/california-marijuana-convictions-wiped-out-code-for-america
https://www.bostonglobe.com/news/marijuana/2019/02/26/all-presidential-candidates-support-legalizing-marijuana-even-republicans/bK4sQjPIgkzm54kl0dmZoI/story.html
https://www.bostonglobe.com/news/marijuana/2019/02/26/all-presidential-candidates-support-legalizing-marijuana-even-republicans/bK4sQjPIgkzm54kl0dmZoI/story.html
https://www.apnews.com/5374f36871fd4ed68a0d873a323129b7
https://www.apnews.com/5374f36871fd4ed68a0d873a323129b7
https://www.forbes.com/sites/debraborchardt/2017/08/02/people-who-use-cannabis-cbd-products-stop-taking-traditional-medicines/#2f1c3e452817
https://www.forbes.com/sites/debraborchardt/2017/08/02/people-who-use-cannabis-cbd-products-stop-taking-traditional-medicines/#2f1c3e452817


 

traditional forms of Big Pharma painkillers like Tylenol, ibuprofen,         
and Vicodin. Another study showed that when it specifically         
comes to pain management, nearly 100% of people felt as if they            
could begin giving up their addictive pain medications: 

 

Clearly, Big Pharma is paying attention to this trend as it could            
ultimately spell disaster for nearly $5 billion per year of their           
bottom line. However, again they are encumbered by federal laws          
and regulations overseen by the FDA. Here is the current view           
and near-term roadmap as stated on the FDA’s website: 

Over the past decade, there has been a growing interest in           
the development of therapies and other consumer products        
derived from cannabis and its components, including       
cannabidiol (CBD). FDA recognizes the potential      
opportunities that cannabis or cannabis-derived compounds      
may offer and acknowledges the significant interest in these         
possibilities. However, FDA is aware that some companies        
are marketing products containing cannabis and      
cannabis-derived compounds in ways that violate the       
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FD&C Act) and that          
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https://www.naturalblaze.com/2017/07/big-pharma-losing-grip-study-shows-nearly-100-cannabis-users-give-rx-pain-meds.html
https://newfrontierdata.com/marijuana-insights/prescription-disrupt-pharmaceutical-industry/
https://newfrontierdata.com/marijuana-insights/prescription-disrupt-pharmaceutical-industry/
https://www.fda.gov/news-events/public-health-focus/fda-regulation-cannabis-and-cannabis-derived-products-questions-and-answers
https://www.fda.gov/news-events/public-health-focus/fda-regulation-cannabis-and-cannabis-derived-products-questions-and-answers


 

may put the health and safety of consumers at risk. The           
agency is committed to protecting the public health while         
also taking steps to improve the efficiency of regulatory         
pathways for the lawful marketing of appropriate cannabis        
and cannabis-derived products. 

Latest News 

In order to inform the regulatory path forward, FDA is holding           
a public hearing on May 31, 2019, for stakeholders to share           
their experiences and challenges with products containing       
cannabis and cannabis-derived compounds, including     
information and views related to the safety of such products,          
as well as to solicit input relevant to the agency’s regulatory           
strategy related to existing products. As part of that hearing,          
FDA is opening a docket for the public to submit comments. 

Despite the wealth of scientific and anecdotal data that has now           
been accumulated by researchers and citizens, plus the trend         
toward mass public support, and even a full-scale political shift –           
here is the paltry amount of uses that the FDA currently supports            
offering to the public. From their Q&A section: 

3. Has FDA approved any medical products containing        
cannabis or cannabis-derived compounds such as      
CBD? 

A. To date, the agency has not approved a marketing          
application for cannabis for the treatment of any disease or          
condition. FDA has, however, approved one      
cannabis-derived and three cannabis-related drug products.      
These approved products are only available with a        
prescription from a licensed healthcare provider. 

FDA has approved Epidiolex, which contains a purified form         
of the drug substance CBD for the treatment of seizures          
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https://www.fda.gov/news-events/fda-meetings-conferences-and-workshops/scientific-data-and-information-about-products-containing-cannabis-or-cannabis-derived-compounds
https://www.fda.gov/news-events/fda-meetings-conferences-and-workshops/scientific-data-and-information-about-products-containing-cannabis-or-cannabis-derived-compounds
https://www.regulations.gov/docket?D=FDA-2019-N-1482
https://www.regulations.gov/docket?D=FDA-2019-N-1482


 

associated with Lennox-Gastaut syndrome or Dravet      
syndrome in patients 2 years of age and older. That means           
FDA has concluded that this particular drug product is safe          
and effective for its intended use. 

The agency also has approved Marinol and Syndros for         
therapeutic uses in the United States, including for the         
treatment of anorexia associated with weight loss in AIDS         
patients. Marinol and Syndros include the active ingredient        
dronabinol, a synthetic delta-9- tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)      
which is considered the psychoactive component of       
cannabis. Another FDA-approved drug, Cesamet, contains      
the active ingredient nabilone, which has a chemical        
structure similar to THC and is synthetically derived. 

5. Why hasn’t FDA approved more products containing        
cannabis or cannabis-derived compounds for medical      
uses? 

A. FDA is aware that unapproved cannabis or        
cannabis-derived products are being used for the treatment        
of a number of medical conditions including, for example,         
AIDS wasting, epilepsy, neuropathic pain, spasticity      
associated with multiple sclerosis, and cancer and       
chemotherapy-induced nausea. 

Nevertheless, this position is taken only at the federal level. Of           
course, for widespread adoption and acceptance – as well as the           
undeniable health and economic benefits to the largest number of          
people – getting the FDA and the whole federal government on           
board should be largely beneficial, especially when it comes to          
additional research funding. However, as The Tenth Amendment        
Center continues to chronicle, medical cannabis programs are        
expanding across the nation regardless of federal prohibition. 
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Thirty-three states have now asserted their individual       
constitutional rights, as well as highlighting their nimbleness in         
welcoming new medical cannabis products. While this remains an         
unnecessary complication legally, and presents unneeded      
confusion for those trying to find remedies without becoming         
criminals in the process, it is another clear indication that the path            
toward fully mainstreaming cannabis use will arrive sooner rather         
than later. 

 

According to one of the studies referenced earlier, there are          
upwards of 850 brands of cannabis-derived products on the         
market and many of these will start appearing more widely on           
pharmacy shelves in select states. In fact, it became national          
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news in March when NBC News reported that 800 CVS stores in            
8 states would begin sales of topical cannabis products such as           
tinctures, creams, salves and oils with wider product expansion         
planned after they tiptoe around FDA requirements. This is an          
incredible move for a national pharmacy chain to make in light of            
the murky federal regulations.  

CVS has decided to begin embracing the freedoms they currently          
find in Alabama, California, Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,        
Maryland and Tennessee. We can likely also add Georgia to this           
list. It was announced just this week that they, too, would expand            
their medical cannabis program and could, in theory, permit         
pharmacies to sell new products (with that federal caveat         
highlighted): 

A bipartisan coalition of five representatives introduced       
House Bill 324 (HB324) on Feb. 14. Titled “Georgia’s Hope          
Act,” the new law legalizes in-state production and        
dispensing of low-THC oil from marijuana plants, and creates         
a licensing and regulatory structure for growers, processors        
and dispensaries. 

Under the new law, the state will issue six growing licenses           
to private companies. It will also license dispensaries.        
Pharmacies can also distribute the oil, but as the Atlanta          
Journal-Constitution points out, “few pharmacies are likely       
to participate because doing so could jeopardize their        
federal permission to sell other drugs.” – Source: The         
Tenth Amendment Center 

Closing Thoughts 
Here is a perfect quote from the CVS Health Spokesman that is all             
anyone needs to know about the difference between private         
enterprise and government regulation: 
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https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/cvs-sell-cbd-products-800-stores-8-states-n986016
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https://www.ajc.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/georgia-medical-marijuana-sales-win-approval-but-with-limitations/wdTEc474P5612ZP8h0tJfL/
https://blog.tenthamendmentcenter.com/2019/05/signed-as-law-georgia-expands-medical-cannabis-program-despite-federal-prohibition/
https://blog.tenthamendmentcenter.com/2019/05/signed-as-law-georgia-expands-medical-cannabis-program-despite-federal-prohibition/
https://blog.tenthamendmentcenter.com/2019/05/signed-as-law-georgia-expands-medical-cannabis-program-despite-federal-prohibition/


 

“We are carrying hemp-derived CBD products in select        
states to help meet consumer demand for alternative care         
options…” 

It really is that simple; and this statement comprises the multitude           
of reasons why my mom and so many others of all political            
persuasions are seeking these products. A broken healthcare        
system that offers largely toxic and expensive products can no          
longer compete when consumers have access to cheaper and         
healthier alternatives.  

As the propaganda about the dangers of cannabis finally gets          
thrown into the dustbin of history, only capitulation by the same           
agencies that helped foster the restriction of health freedom can          
be expected. 

I recommend staying up to date on the rapid pace of this            
beneficial trend at The Tenth Amendment Center. You can also          
track the finer nuances of the many different legal classifications          
state by state, including an interactive map at DISA here. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Emerging Opportunities To Profit On The Bitcoin Blockchain 

 

By Vin Armani  

In recent months, I have used my articles in Counter Markets to            
articulate several very important insights that I have had while          
working full time in and around Bitcoin. I am now in a privileged             
position to have regular interactions with individuals who are at          
the cutting edge of developing products and services on top of           
Bitcoin. Some of those individuals reach out for my counsel.          
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Others are kind enough to share early versions of their          
innovations and ideas with me. It is due to the pace of innovation             
that I am now focusing my time on Bitcoin Cash (BCH) and the             
community supporting that blockchain.  

In this article, I will discuss the emerging entrepreneurial         
opportunities that I see on Bitcoin Cash. These opportunities may          
eventually spread to other Bitcoin-derivative blockchains, but for        
now BCH is in a unique position. We are entering an exciting new             
phase in Bitcoin and, as Counter Markets readers, you are going           
to be among the first to get a glimpse of what is coming. 

Before we dive in, let’s lay out a very clear definition of the word              
“profit.” I’m going to be using this word quite a bit in this article              
and, unfortunately, the word is used in an imprecise manner in the            
greater Bitcoin community. The word “profit” (or its plural, “profits”)          
is often used in the world of crypto to denote the difference            
between the price at which someone sold their Bitcoin holdings          
and the price at which they acquired those holdings (assuming          
they sold at a higher exchange rate than the rate at the time of              
purchase). This is not an example of profit. This is a “return on             
investment” or a “capital gain.” It is also incorrect to use the word             
“profit” to describe money earned in exchange for labor. That          
would be an example of “wages.” Profit, money gained through          
entrepreneurial activity is the difference between the selling price         
of a good or service (created and delivered by the entrepreneur)           
and the cost to create and/or deliver said product or service. In            
this article, we will be discussing profit in the context of           
entrepreneurial activity, not successful speculation on the future        
exchange rate of Bitcoin. 

Quite a few fortunes have been made in Bitcoin since the first            
block was mined a decade ago. Almost exclusively, those         
fortunes have been made through mining, speculative trading, or         
providing services to miners (hardware manufacturing) or traders        
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(exchanges). Those fortunes are primarily fiat fortunes. There is         
precious little that can be purchased with cryptocurrency, even to          
this day. Only a few stalwarts have even made the attempt at            
“living completely off crypto.” Even making such an attempt         
generally requires moving to one of the few havens around the           
world where there is a critical mass of merchants who will take            
crypto. Even then, however, certain necessities (like fuel for         
vehicles) are almost exclusively sold for fiat. It’s because of these           
early pioneers in the cryptocurrency experiment that the scope of          
goods and services available in exchange for Bitcoin is         
expanding. That expansion is slow and steady, but when it hits           
the tipping point – which it most definitely will – the explosion of             
Bitcoin-based global economic activity will be shocking even to         
those of us who expect its appearance. A desire (demand) to           
acquire Bitcoin in order to spend Bitcoin, as opposed to selling           
Bitcoin for fiat, is what will create the spark that lights the engine             
of the new crypto economy. I believe that spark is imminent. 

The last six months have represented a turning point in Bitcoin’s           
narrative. There are now three forks of Bitcoin, each laying a           
claim to being the legitimate continuation of the vision of Satoshi           
Nakamoto. Each community has a different dominant outlook on         
economics and politics. Each chain is adding new users. I have           
been particularly drawn to Bitcoin Cash (BCH) because the         
energy and activity of the community feels, to me, most oriented           
toward being a tool that generates profits for entrepreneurs,         
particularly individual entrepreneurs and small businesses.  

Bitcoin Cash has two very important near-term initiatives that         
represent entrepreneurial opportunity: a new script opcode named        
OP_CHECKDATASIG (CDS) and Simple Ledger Protocol (SLP)       
tokens. Behind the scenes, some of the most talented developers          
in the space are working hard on early versions of some very cool             
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products, utilizing these two technologies, that you will see         
released into the wild this year. 

There has been a heavy focus in the Bitcoin Cash community on            
“toolmaking.” Toolmakers have been critical in helping       
entrepreneurs enter the digital domain. Just think of all of the           
entrepreneurs who have been able to startup and maintain a          
small business because WordPress, one of the Web’s most         
powerful tools, has been made freely available. Plugin and theme          
developers, joining the WordPress ecosystem, have been able to         
generate profits while giving businesses inexpensive and effective        
solutions, all while keeping the amount of technical knowledge         
needed by end users to a minimum.  

What I am seeing in Bitcoin Cash, as of late, is an absolute             
obsession with simplifying the Bitcoin landscape, removing the        
barriers to entry for business on the blockchain in a manner           
analogous to WordPress removing barriers to entry for business         
on the Web. This means that even those individuals who are not            
software or blockchain professionals can get their       
blockchain-based business up and running with the bare        
minimum capital expenditure. This means maximum      
experimentation on our journey toward “Bitcoin’s killer app.” It also          
means that you don’t have to be a coder to participate in that             
journey. Entrepreneurs and hustlers are truly what is needed in          
the space now. 

Bitcoin’s promise has always been as “peer-to-peer electronic        
cash.” It says as much in the title of the Bitcoin white paper.             
Satoshi Nakamoto’s goal was to create a system where two          
people could exchange value, digitally, without the need for a third           
party intermediary “gatekeeper,” such as a bank. The problem         
with such gatekeepers is that they have the power to unilaterally           
“censor” financial activity, refusing to complete transactions, doing        
“chargebacks,” or outright seizing funds from depositors (usually        
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at the request of government). Satoshi saw the necessity of banks           
in digital value transfer as a catalyst for an erosion of trust            
between buyers and sellers.  

Bitcoin is a trust machine. Third parties in Bitcoin are not required,            
but that doesn’t mean that third parties (voluntarily included in a           
transaction) cannot, at times, be beneficial. A good analogy for a           
“desired third party” is a tax preparer. You can absolutely do your            
taxes all by yourself. You are not required to hire anyone to assist             
you. However, millions of people do hire tax professionals. In          
most cases, even after paying the professional for their work, you           
will still end up keeping more of your money (or getting a larger             
refund) than you would have if you had done your taxes by            
yourself. Never mind the time and stress that you save yourself.           
There is a class of business that is going to first emerge on the              
Bitcoin Cash blockchain which represents a “voluntary third        
party.” I call these Non-Custodial Financial Service (NCFS)        
providers. 

The financial services industry is one of the most lucrative          
economic sectors. That industry is the domain of established         
companies, some of which have existed for centuries. One of the           
major reasons for this is that the industry is one of the most highly              
regulated in existence. Established players, in many cases, hung         
their shingle in a bygone era, when the industry was much more            
freewheeling. As regulations built up gradually these businesses        
met each new regulatory hurdle at a steady pace. Over time,           
these large financial powerhouses began actually writing the        
legislation, keeping future competitors behind a statutory bulwark.        
Bitcoin is set to disrupt that fortress because of an aspect of the             
industry that the financial services industry has taken for granted          
for nine centuries: financial service providers have always been         
custodians of funds.  
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If you want to send money via Western Union, a legendary           
financial service (money transmission) provider, think of the        
process. You put your money on deposit with a Western Union           
agent in your locale. Western Union takes custody of those funds.           
Then, the intended recipient visits a Western Union agent in his           
locale and receives the cash. Western Union takes their fee from           
the sender at the time of deposit, but other financial service           
providers, such as credit card payment processors, take their fee          
from the recipient at the time of withdrawal. In the latter case, the             
custodian is just basically giving the recipient a little less than the            
custodian received from the sender. In both cases, the financial          
services provider takes custody of the funds.  

The very definition of a “money services business” in most          
modern states, has the notion of custodianship baked right in.          
Non-Custodial Financial Service providers in Bitcoin are       
businesses that help to facilitate complex peer-to-peer       
transactions but never take custody of funds. Instead, an NCFS is           
paid either before providing the service or within the same          
transaction as an additional output. This “single transaction,        
multiple output” structure is something completely unimagined       
before Bitcoin burst onto the scene. It is a core aspect of the             
structure of a Bitcoin transaction. 

It is within the realm of the NCFS that great near-term           
entrepreneurial opportunity lies. Operating in this new space        
offers the chance to develop highly profitable businesses mostly         
outside of the existing regulatory framework (that is: exempt from          
much regulation). Such an opportunity comes along maybe once         
in a generation. It’s hard to know precisely how the new NCFS            
space will evolve, but I can see four clear avenues that are open             
utilizing the current technology stack of Bitcoin cash. Those         
avenues are: escrow, wagering, prediction markets, and       
streaming money. 
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In November 2017, a new opcode was added to Bitcoin Cash.           
Opcodes are the operational commands that are executed as part          
of each transaction. They are the backbone of Bitcoin’s own          
programming mini-language known as Script. Every Bitcoin output        
(coins made available to spend) is “locked” with a little computer           
program. In order to spend coins, a wallet must send an           
“unlocking” or “redeem” script. This redeem script runs in         
conjunction with the locking script and goes step-by-step through         
a “stack” of commands. If the final value at the end of this             
process evaluates to “true” and there are no errors, then that           
output is considered validated and can be spent. If all of the            
outputs and inputs in a transaction are valid, then the transaction           
itself will be accepted by a miner if it is broadcast to the network.              
The standard Bitcoin transaction (sending coins from one address         
to another) has a simple stack of 5 operations. However, there is            
virtually no limit to the complexity and length the script can be in             
any given transaction. Many hundreds of operations can take         
place to redeem an output. The new BCH opcode,         
OP_CHECKDATASIG (CDS), and its companion     
OP_CHECKDATASIGVERIFY (CDSV), allow functionality that     
has, until now, not existed in Bitcoin. CDS allows scripts to be            
created that can facilitate non-custodial escrow. 

Escrow is an absolutely indispensable financial service. It is a          
means for a buyer to set aside funds for a purchase which are             
only released to the seller upon certain requirements being met.          
Most people are familiar with escrow in the context of real estate            
transactions, where buyer funds are held by a custodian while it           
can be verified that the seller is legally able to actually sell the             
property. Once all checks are made, the escrow agent releases          
the funds and the transaction is complete. CDS allows this          
process to take place in a non-custodial fashion, on the          
blockchain. Using the same public key cryptography used to         
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secure funds on the blockchain, funds secured in a CDS escrow           
can only be released upon presentation of a cryptographic         
signature from a chosen escrow agent (I am calling this individual           
a “referee”). This signature can be published publicly, but only the           
appropriate party will be able to spend the output. Those familiar           
with multi-signature wallets might see some commonalities. The        
difference is that the referee can authorize one or the other party            
to receive the funds but the referee cannot spend the funds           
himself. The two (or more) parties pay the referee for his           
arbitration services. The complexity of the transactions (for        
instance, there could be multiple referees and conditions) is         
limited only by the skill of the NCFS provider constructing the           
script on behalf of the counterparties. 

One common use for escrow, where custodianship is a crucial          
part of the regulatory framework, is wagering. In particular, pari          
mutuel wagering, such as betting on horse racing, is a form of            
escrow. Bettors put their money on deposit with the track, in a            
pool, and then return at the end of the race for payout. If you              
participate in betting pools at your place of work, this is also pari             
mutuel. This is a clear use case for CDS. However, this new            
paradigm is an absolute disruptor for sportsbooks. With        
state-by-state sports wagering now becoming a reality in the         
United States, non-custodial sports betting “matchmakers”      
leveraging Bitcoin have a chance to write their own ticket (pun           
intended). Globally, sports betting is a $150 billion dollar industry.          
Even capturing a small percentage of that market is going to           
make the earliest movers in this sphere incredibly wealthy. Those          
who move early enough will be free from the most daunting           
regulatory hurdles (which are due to taking custody of funds). 

The same platform used for wagering on sports can, technically,          
be used to wager on any future event. This brings us into the             
realm of the prediction market. This is a concept that has been            
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discussed by thinkers like Paul Sztorc and Daniel Krawisz as a           
solution to any number of issues. In a nutshell, prediction          
markets, unlike polls, provide a form of financially incentivized         
“price discovery” on the likelihood of future events. Having a          
market that predicts the future by financially rewarding people         
who make correct predictions is an absolutely intriguing concept         
that is now actually possible. 

Finally … streaming money. I will leave it to Andreas          
Antonopoulos, in this video, to paint the picture for you. It was he             
that first got me thinking about this concept. One of the key            
solutions that NCFS providers will enable is continuous small         
transactions, including transactions using SLP tokens “riding on        
top” of the Bitcoin ledger. Imagine taking an Uber ride where the            
driver was literally paid a transaction with every new mile driven.           
Or imagine watching a streaming video where, with each minute,          
your wallet sent a transaction that paid all of the actors on the             
screen, the director, cinematographer, and all of the crew. Or          
imagine that each time you streamed a song, your wallet paid           
every member of the band. Imagine being one of the band           
members and literally watching as money “streamed in” to your          
own wallet. Now imagine being the NCFS who facilitated all of           
that economic activity and getting paid as an output on every one            
of those transactions. 

This is all here. Do I have your wheels spinning? 

Good. 

Let’s go seek some profit. 
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WEALTH 

Has The Cryptocurrency Market Hit Bottom? 

 

By Jeff Paul 

Is the cryptocurrency market coming back to life? 

Recent market moves seem to indicate that the bear market has           
reached its bottom. Having lived through several of these cycles,          
it certainly feels like the market is recovering. But there are a few             
warning signs still blinking red. 
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In this article, we'll take a glimpse at the technical, social, and            
fundamental developments that appear to be moving the markets         
and what to expect for the rest of 2019. 

As you know, I'm not a trader. I do not attempt to time the              
markets. I'm always earning cryptocurrency and I never trade         
them for fiat. I use crypto to pay vendors, writers, and graphic            
designers and to buy things. And I save some as a long-term            
investment. 

That said, lately I've been hesitant to pay for things in crypto and             
find myself tempted to buy more cryptocurrency. This is my gut           
telling me the next wave is approaching. 

Here's what I'm looking at. 

Technical 
On December 15th 2018 the overall cryptocurrency market cap fell          
to $101B. Since then, it has experienced a gentle climb to $183B            
at the time of this writing. 

In any other asset market this move would be seen as significant.            
However, in bitcoin, that's just getting warmed up. 

Most of those gains have come recently, beginning in April when           
volume spiked to higher levels than the peak of the last bull run. 

During the previous bull run, on January 4th 2018, total trading           
volume peaked at $67B. On April 3rd 2019 volume spiked to $87B.            
See the chart below: 
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Huge volume spikes are usually followed by price increases. A          
volume spike this large is a strong indicator that the beginning of            
the next bull run is upon us. 

Sure, temporary corrections will take place along the way. But in           
the long view, cryptocurrency still appears to be headed to          
unknown heights. 

Take a look at the lifetime chart below ending just prior to the             
recent pop. 
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This chart was posted by GravityWave2 on Twitter with this          
description:  

Bitcoin price macro view with fib channels update. Currently         
in the negative reciprocal channel, which would mean        
bottom conditions in previous bear markets. 

Here's the chart in the same format showing the recent jump. 
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If this “Elliott Wave” pattern continues as it has in the past, bitcoin             
and cryptocurrency could be headed much, much higher in the          
next 12-18 months. 
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The Elliott wave principle is a form of technical analysis that           
finance traders use to analyze financial market cycles and         
forecast market trends by identifying extremes in investor        
psychology, highs and lows in prices, and other collective         
factors. - Wikipedia. 

The psychology of the Elliott Wave principle is illustrated in the           
Wall Street Cheat Sheet. 
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Entry points into the market show us who understands these          
concepts. 
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As I said earlier, I'm not a technical trader, but it seems that we're              
in the “Key traders and pros go long and cover short positions”            
phase of the next bull run. Or perhaps the beginning of the third             
wave where “Pros and savvy investors” enter the market. 

Fundamentals 
Fundamentals have remained strong through the down market.        
Yet cryptocurrency is nowhere near mass adoption. It has a long           
way to go. In fact, this next bull run won't even bring about mass              
adoption. There will likely be another Elliott tidal wave after the           
next bubble pops. It could take decades for the adoption curve to            
peak. 
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When normies ask me what I do, the mention of cryptocurrency           
draws confused looks and suspicion that I must be unhinged to           
believe in magical Internet money. Even my own wife, who's been           
putting up with my bitcoin obsession since 2011, still doesn't          
understand it. She's perfectly content paying for her Starbucks         
with digital dollars through Apple Pay. 

Although my experience is not definitive proof of anything, it's          
clear we are still very much in the early-adopter phase. But even            
during this bear market, adoption and development has        
progressed. 

One core fundamental in cryptocurrency is the number of wallets          
used around the world. These stats aren't always reliable         
because not all private wallet companies reveal their statistics.         
However, the increase in the number of wallets during the bear           
market is an indication that the industry continues to grow. 

Here are some figures to get a sense of the current fundamentals. 

Wallet Addresses 
The most popular wallet in the world, Blockchain, has almost 35           
million wallet users. They gained nearly 13 million new users in           
the last twelve months during the cold crypto winter. 
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Blockchain.com wallet user growth 2016-2019 

Bitcoin.com recently announced that their wallet hit 4 million         
downloads. That's a gain of over 1 million new downloads in           
roughly twelve months. It's worth noting that the Bitcoin.com         
wallet only services bitcoin (BTC) and bitcoin cash (BCH). 
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The number of Coinbase users jumped from 13 million in late           
2017 to more than 25 million in 2019. 
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Another fundamental worth viewing is the number of transactions         
taking place on the crypto networks. At a glance, transaction          
volume on the Bitcoin (BTC) network has doubled in the last 12            
months, nearly reaching transaction levels from the peak in late          
2018. 

 

2-year chart of BTC transactions 
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https://www.blockchain.com/en/charts/n-transactions?timespan=2years


 

Bitcoin Cash and EOS, among others, are also experiencing         
increases in transactions. 

Other fundamentals include fundraising activity, conferences, and       
development which have moved forward throughout the bear        
market. Every major industry seems to be dabbling with         
blockchain technology. Most notably, Facebook is banking its        
future on cryptocurrency-based financial services. 

It's also clear that more institutional and retail investors are          
coming. 

Square's Cash App users bought a whopping $65.5M (17,269         
BTC) in the first quarter of 2019. Up from $52M (10,025 BTC) in             
the fourth quarter of 2018. 

 

Other large financial brokers are FOMOing and beginning to         
embrace crypto. Fidelity is launching cryptocurrency trading for        
institutional investors within a few weeks. TD Ameritrade is         
building a crypto exchange. And E*Trade is preparing to launch          
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https://www.coindesk.com/us-stock-broker-etrade-to-launch-bitcoin-and-ether-trading-report
https://www.coindesk.com/us-stock-broker-etrade-to-launch-bitcoin-and-ether-trading-report


 

Bitcoin and Ether trading. These are massive fundamental signals         
that more liquidity is coming into the ecosystem. 

The final fundamental worth mentioning is the “Halving.” This is          
when the reward for mining a bitcoin block is cut in half.            
Historically, the price has risen in and around halvenings. This          
doesn't mean they cause the price to increase, but more that the            
halvings signal increased scarcity of remaining coins and reduces         
the float of liquid coins available for purchase. Additionally, with          
less reward, the price must be high enough to justify the expense            
of mining. 

Bitcoin block reward halvings happen at an average of every four           
years. For now, the miners get a reward of 12.5 BTC anytime a             
block is mined (roughly every 10 minutes). That number will half           
to 6.25 BTC by May 2020 – in about one year from today. Some              
predict we'll experience a steady rise in price until then. 

Social 
Social signals are part of the “fundamentals” of markets. Lately,          
social signals appear to be becoming more optimistic. Many         
“thought leaders” who seem to disappear during the bear markets          
are chirping once again on social media. A sharp uptick in chatter            
began after the big pop in April. 

Google search volume for “bitcoin” spiked in early April and          
settled higher than the previous few months. 
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90-day chart “Bitcoin” search volume on Google 

Expect the social volume to get louder as the wave gathers           
momentum. 

Warnings 
As mentioned in the introduction, there are still a few warning           
signs blinking red that may stall the inevitable running of the bulls. 

1. The USD-pegged asset Tether has been rumored to be less           
than solvent for some time. Now one of the originators of Tether,            
Bitfinex, admitted that to be true after the New York Attorney           
General demanded answers. But Bitfinex says there is no         
ongoing fraud related to Tether. Claims that Tether inflated the          
genuine trade volume for bitcoin and that the price will collapse           
without that volume worries some investors. Personally, I think the          
Tether issue will blow over without much impact. 

2. Scaling issues with bitcoin could shake market confidence         
as the transactions back up in the mempool and begin to get slow             
and expensive again. More people search “bitcoin” than        
cryptocurrency. As newbies try to use the BTC network, negative          
press could overwhelm the positive coverage. Yet, investors don't         
seem to care much if a network functions efficiently. They're          
mostly betting on assets based on perceived value and technical          
trends. Bitcoin (BTC) has the biggest network effect and the most           
liquidity. 

3. Tribalism over the best network could deter newcomers; or          
worse, result in sabotage of competing projects. This could give          
the ecosystem a black eye. It's still so early that tribalism is likely             
a net positive because people seem to gravitate to drama and           
crypto needs a lot more passionate people to join the cause           
before mass adoption can occur. Most of the drama is caused by            
“Bitcoin Maximalism” – people dedicated to the version of bitcoin          
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they view as the purest incarnation of the technology – Bitcoin           
(BTC) vs. Bitcoin Cash (BCH) vs. Bitcoin SV (BSV). Already          
we've seen slander on all sides, censorship, hash wars, ticker          
symbol fights, lawsuits, and exchange delistings. These are        
bound to continue or increase as more money is at stake. 

4. Is Craig Wright Satoshi Nakamoto? Craig Wright is an          
incredibly divisive figure. He's a known liar, a raging Statist, and           
likely a psychopath. But that doesn't prove he isn't Satoshi. He is            
either an elaborate conman with balls of steel or a man genuinely            
obsessed with (and tortured by) his creation. We may find out as            
early as this week. CSW has been ordered in court to disclose his             
bitcoin wallet addresses. He also claims to have the credit card           
receipt from buying the domain “Bitcoin.org”. And he could simply          
move early coins from Satoshi's addresses. Whether Craig Wright         
proves or disproves he is Satoshi, it could shake things up. 

Conclusion 
I believe we are seeing strong signs that the market has hit            
bottom. It may go lower in the short term, but the next 12-18             
months could be explosive to the upside. The extremely limited          
supply of top digital assets, new on-ramps for retail and          
institutional investors, and the psychology driving the next Elliott         
trading wave could result in big price increases. I'm betting on it.            
But this isn't financial advice (disclaimer, yada, yada). I'm willing          
to lose everything I have in crypto and I'll wait as long as it takes.  

Cryptocurrency is better money. It will slowly absorb value from          
less efficient and less trusted money. It may take a while, but it             
will be reflected in the markets shortly. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 
 

 

Bitcoin prices held up very well last month, as prices continued a            
slow and steady climb all month long. Early in April we had a             
spike on strong volume, after close to 4 months of stagnancy in            
the market. Things came back to life with a bang when BTC broke             
out above $5k with a huge volume spike. Since then, volume has            
been heavy nearly every day and demand has remained strong.          
Since the spike above $5k, BTC has climbed steadily to the           
$5800 level we’re at today. 

This breakout and follow through above $5k has traders,         
speculators, and investors all eagerly awaiting the next run up. It’s           
still too early here to tell, but it’s very possible we’re in the early              
stages of the next bull run. If prices can pull back, hold the lows,              
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and take out $6k on the next move up, it’s likely we’ll see loads of               
cash come rushing into the market. Already any pullbacks appear          
to be short lived, and are being bought into almost immediately.  

Cryptocurrency offerings on the institutional side have continued        
to advance, as we have TD Ameritrade letting us know that           
Bitcoin and Litecoin trading will soon be available for over 11           
million account holders. E*Trade announced shortly after they’ll        
be offering a similar solution for their account holders as well with            
Bitcoin and Ethereum trading. While neither are live yet, both          
brokerage firms have seen the meteoric rise of platforms like          
Coinbase, and they don’t want to be left out any longer. Should            
both of these offerings come online, it will provide simple          
cryptocurrency trading, custody, security, and insurance to over        
17 million account holders. 

With the increased simplicity and safety offered by a trusted          
brokerage firm, the expectation is that average everyday investors         
can finally buy and sell Bitcoin like they can any other stock.            
While the average person on the street has definitely heard of           
Bitcoin, far fewer actually own any. By making this available in           
brokerage accounts to everyday investors, we’ll likely see an         
incredible surge in demand.  

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position.  

Be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re           
comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price         
swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  
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Silver Update 

 

 

Silver had another quiet month in April, starting the month off           
around $15.17, peaking at $15.25, and then basically flatlining at          
the $15 level for the next couple of weeks. We did see a sharp dip               
to $14.65, followed by a sharp move back to $15 at the very start              
of May, which provided more volatility than we saw in the           
preceding 30 days.  

The equities markets hit record highs again last month, leaving          
many investors to declare the recent correction as completely         
over. It’s entirely possible stocks do explode higher here and          
leave the precious metals markets to gather dust. It’s also          
possible they double top and crater lower. Or it’s possible that           
tariff wars get underway again, or any other geo-political matter          
could set off a new wave of uncertainty and instability. Or maybe            
nothing out of the ordinary happens and we just march forward           
forever accumulating a massive amount of debt that can never be           
paid off.  

The point is that none of it really matters, gold and silver were             
money before the US dollar existed, and will be money after the            
US dollar ceases to exist. Short-term price movements that are          
caused by periodic global flare-ups and political saber rattling are          
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irrelevant. Storing a portion of your wealth in gold and silver           
should be viewed as a long-term preservation of capital –          
long-term meaning decades.  

It’s inevitable that, at some point, the global debt bubble that           
exists will start to unwind. When that happens is anyone's guess,           
it could be a year from now, it could be 40 years from now. But               
when it does, gold and silver will still be money, and they’ll still be              
exchangeable for any other form of money that may exist. There           
is no inflating away the buying power of gold or silver, there’s no             
controlling its interest rate, no printing unlimited amounts of it, and           
no fractional reserve lending of it to artificially increase the          
circulation. Gold and silver are largely outside the control of          
currency manipulators. 

With a heated election year on the horizon, a trade war with            
China, a constantly in-fighting political system, and interest rates         
in the US on the rise, there are some ingredients here that could             
definitely create some financial uncertainty in the future. When         
these events flare up, expect to see investors running towards          
gold and silver as their capital preservation instincts kick in. It’s           
advised to get your positions in gold or silver established before           
they become a popular place to be, as prices won’t be here            
forever. At these prices, silver at roughly $15 is easily a safe            
place to allocate some low-risk capital.  

For those of you who don’t own any silver, you can find great             
prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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